JUNIOR POPPY CONTEST WINNERS 2014

Junior contests are judged on Friday. Give a copy to Jr. Act. Chairman Michelle Stuck. She will announce the winners while the girls are in their meeting, or she may ask you to announce them. Winners will also be announced at the general session on Saturday. There is one winner per category. I will need a copy to complete the awards report and for paying the prize money. Thank you for your help.

Dianne Hudson

Poppy Centerpiece – Poppies must be predominating, use small or large poppies, or a combination; remove tags. Centerpiece calls specifically for using the President’s theme “Veteran’s….The Apple of Our Eye.” It is not necessary to use the words, as long as the theme is carried out with proper symbols. Maximum height 12”, designed to be viewed from all sides. It should be the work of a member of the unit displaying it OR, if it is a group project, state “Group Project” in place of individual’s name. The President’s colors are red, white and blue. Prize $5.00

Poppy Corsage – An odd number of poppies should be used, (3, 5, 7, etc.). Poppies should be a major part of the corsage; entry should include a corsage pin. Use the pin or other means to attach a tag to contain individual’s name, unit, town, classification (Jr). Prize - $5.00

Poppy Arrangement, large poppies only – poppies must predominate; remove tags. Arrangement is to be viewed from all sides, no recommendation on height. Arrangement should be the work of a member of the unit displaying it. OR, if it is a group project, name of Jr. group, town and number of Junior members. The use of the President’s theme is not required, but may be used. Prize - $5.00

Craft Display – Display must include 5 items, 1 tray favor, one handmade greeting card, 1 holiday item and 2 items of the group’s choice. Place items on poster board. By each item, place the occasion and name of facility receiving them. The use of the President’s theme is not required, but may be used. Place the following information directly on the display: name of Junior group, town and number of Junior members. Prize - $5.00